r received your request for a sma If claims court date, as an attorney I am sure you
are aware the contract in Question mandates arbitration. Please immediately provide
what proof you have that would change the contract terms.
Also, you are aware MJB\Bixby construction is an active corporation and was active
at the time of this alleged event. For you to sue Mark Bixby is again incorrect.
There are an enormous amount of documents and evidence that 1 wiilbe requesting
From you and yours via discovery/subpoena
but I do not intend to give up my
arbitration rights.
As a final note, I have a very close relative who is terminal1y ill and will likely be
passing on about that time of the court date. In my opiniOn/you are wrong in
proceeding with this matter. This malicious lawsuit is causing financial and emotional
hardship, not to mention valuable time and energy. I will be counter complaining as
well as bringing this to the attention of BJJ proper agencies includIng the California
State Bar. Please respond in 24 hours via fax 916-448-9779
regarding the
Arbitration clause.
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Sacramento, CA 95864-1745
Email: rdoty@agfs.com
(916) 483-7378
Fax (916) 483-7565

Mr. Mark Bixby
MJB Bixby Construction Company
1513 18th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

I have received an unsigned document purporting to be from you relating to the small
claims litigation I and my wife, Deborah, filed against you and MJB Bixby Construction
Company.
The document states that you prefer to arbitrate the claim. If you have a signed contract
that youcanprovide me in which we agreed contractually to arbitrate such claims, I would, of
course, do so. Please provide a copy of any such contract signed by us.
I would point out that I have been attempting to discuss this matter with you for years,
and again have been attempting to do so very intensively for the past six to eight months. So,
if arbitration is required, or if arbitration makes sense, then I would agree to it under
appropriate conditions. The same can be said of mediation. This is the first time you have
mentioned those possibilities, and we would be receptive to your view of how or why they
may, or must, be utilized.
.
It will be necessary, however, that the matter be handled in a sane and mature manner.
In particular, that means that you must cease immediately making physical threats against me,
cease making threats to-harass us on a continuing basis, and cease using obscene language and
gestures when we encounter each other. Such behavior renders intelligent discussion
impossible.
Whatever your view of the matter, we believe quite strongly that we have valid claims.
That extends both to the claim against you personally and the claim against the corporation.
We understand that you and the corporation have been sued numerous times in the past few
years, both on quality of work and collection matters. We lmow that because we were
contacted by a third party about it. Obviously, others agree with our current assessment about
the mam1er in which you have conducted, and continue to conduct, business.
One of the most serious matters is your complete unwillingness to discuss the matter in
a sensible and constructive atmosphere. You have even refused to accept the documents we
sent you by certified mail establishing our claims. There really was no need for you to

Veryt1

In a rational context, free of extraneous threats, we would once again do so.
If you would take the time to consider the matter, I believe that you might even agree
with us. Unfortunately, to date, all that we have encountered is extreme belligerence and a
total unwillingness to talk.
Accordingly, it is our intention to pursue our rights to the fullest extent possible. I am
sorry to hear about your ill relative, and if, when the date arrives, there is difficulty on your
part in attending the hearing, then when you present the Court with the relevant information,
in appropriate circumstances, we will willingly agree to rescheduling the hearing until alater
date.
In the end, however, we will continue to pursue the claims.

Y!fl:er~All--~~!1foffl
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Please provide me with your signed copy ofthe contract in question that &tatesin your words, arbitration is
an option.
Please show me documentation that shows you have made any complaints to any agencies to include MID
Bixby Construction. Specifically after your separate and unrelated section of roof was completed .The roof
job completed by Peterson roofing eliminating the alleged water problem leaking into your master bedroom
that you swore was because offaulty workmanship by Mr. Steve F!ynn of Canam roo.fing.
Please recall MJB Bixby Construction had sent out at least 3 different persons, to search for any roof
defects, using many techniques including drenching the new roof with water from the hose and found no
leaks except tor the leaking in the valley of the old roof The old roof which, was never touched by MJB
and once Peterson roofing replaced your old roofwe did not here iTom you until a few months ago. That
means tram on or about 10-01-97 till on or about 12-0] .2000 there was no colIipJaint. On or about 11-1597 we had the worst rain in over 100 years, yet 110 compfian1.
pease show me~w

Mark Bixby an emplo,}!ee ora cOfDonliioncould possibly Have liability in this matter.

As far as your remarks about my behavior, not only do I of course dispute your;ompleteJy ridicuJousand
bias statement. I am further perplexed how you could somehow mention previous court mailers and attempt
to relate them to your unfounded and wrongful claim.
The fact that less than one percent of any group acts out in a manner to solely benefit themselves hardly
means they agree with you. However even if they agree with your ways dose nol mean they are right.

----

,\0 documents were ever refused by me. Please send immediately any such ietter s to my office via fax.

.

I made it very clear on or about 11-01-96 that jf there was a problem with Mr. Steve Flynn's rootlng

1.

would neJp you any way 1. could. 1. even spent my own money to have your rooftestcd as mentioned above.
Now years later you just want Mjb to give you monies when no rooting problem was ever found.
NUb Bixby constructi0.!lhas performed many jobs for you without one compliant. In my opinion you are
only trying to blame these alleged roof problems on Mjb Bixby construction for hJrassment and in hopes
that we "vill tire and just give you something to go away. My belief is also that if you would behave this
wayan tl]is matter you should not be practicing law. In my opinion it is an attorney like you that give
lmvyers a bad name.

Please tax requested information within 24 hours from receipt of this fax
Also note your fax ended with [there was no need to] please send the rest ofthe letter.

SUPERIOR COURT OI~'CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
Small Claims Division
301 Bicentennial Circle, Room 300
Sacramento, CA 95826

Doty, Robert W. and Deborah A., - PLANTIFFS
v.

Bixby, Mark J. and MJB/Bixby Construction, Inc., DEFENDANTS
We ask the court accept this memorandum for record, which is in response to the plaintiffs OPPOSlTON TO MOTION
FOR CONTINUANCE filed on May 9, 2001. A rebut of the:plaintiffs stated position is warranted as they have painted a
picture that lacks substance and is filled with inaccuracies and accusations which are were meant to position the plaintiffs in
a more favorable fashion with the courts as their case has little or no merit. Not having the professional legal training the
plaintiff's posses as a practicing attorney in the state of California, procedural I am uncertain, but morale without doubt.

I have responded chronological to the statements made in the filed OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE
these now follow. In response to:

and

Item #1- The first motion granted in this case was giv~n to MJB/Bixby Construction, Inc., not Mark 1. Bixby
Item #2 - Mr. Doty had agreed verbally on April 15, 2001, that he would not pursue a lawsuit but rather settle the matter
outside of the court. On April 19, 2001 those terms and conditions, which had been discussed, were put in writing and sent
to Mr. Doty tor review and approval. . This verbal agreement with a written agreement following did not turn out to be the
case. Mr. Doty failed to responded to this mutually agreed upon document with somuch as a telephone call informing us
he had since change his mind again and the schedule court date will continue.
Item #3 - It has been explained repeatedly to Mr. Doty those personal issues which had arisen during this past year, most
significantly the terminal illness and passing of my mother-in-law which limited the time spent I was able to spend at my
office however, as I had pointed out to Mr. Doty in the pass, MJB/Bixby Construction, Inc. has an agent for process.
Anyone desiring to serve this corporation with such documents as certifi~d mailings could have done so through the agent
for. process. At no i
ave I or an of m employees, to the best of my knowledge, ever rejected any type of certified,
registered or similar type mailing for any identify. hI a Itlon, t IS holds true with regards to my persona resl ence as

weI!.

'

Item #4 - Absolute incorrect. Mr. Doty has known and has had documentation for several years now as has Mrs. Doty that
CAN-AM Roofing and Steve Flynn was the contractor who actually put the roof in question on his home. Mr. & Mrs. Doty
do not have a va,lid contract with MJB/Bixb Construction Inc. or Mark J. Bixby. He is now implying that he ..does not
know Mr. Flynn, dl not see him working on his roof and in our opinion is at best, ess than the truth. Furthermore, in the
same verbal agreement made on April 15,2001, Mr. Doty agreed that the case should be extended since locating Mr. Flynn
t this point remained uncertain and provided he were to be located if would afford all parties involved the opportunity to
,each a settlement, thus avoiding the court process.

E-mail: .mjbbixby@msn.com
California State Contractor's License #511821
Item #5 - Mr. Doty is not aware of the numerous complications which have arisen in this particular matter and certainly
has no right to state that there are no other matters to be looked into concerning this. In fact there are. MJB/Bixby
Construction, Inc. has tracked down CAN-AM Roofing & Steve Flynn's bonding company. They had changed there phone
number, relocated and attempted to change there name and offered to provide this information to Mr. Doty prior to his
tiling his motion.
Item #6 - Mr. Doty had been asked once again at our verbal agreement we had made, at the gym which was put in writing
by MJB/Bixby Construction, Inc. and then immediately faxed to Mr. Doty that he did agree to extend this matter. To now
state that he did not is simply un true.
Item #7 - Mr. Tillotson did not make the motion on behalf of Mark J. Bixby, but rather for him. Furthermore, Mr.
Tillotson did not indicate his was representing Mark J. Bixby. If this had been the case I would certainly hoped the court
\vould not even allowed the motion to have been filed. Due to time restraints both with the filing date for continuance as
well as prior committeemen's, Mark J. Bixby could not personally appear to make this request. In Jew of my-personal
appearance, Mr. Tillotson presented to the clerk of the court at the time the request was made, a photo copy of Mark 1.
Bixby's California drivers license as well as a brief not requesting the motion be filed by Mr. Tillotson for Mark 1. Bixby
not as his representative.
This handwritten note along with the photocopy of my driver's license was given to the clerk of
the court and is in their possession.

Hem # 1 0 - All the issue that Mr. Doty has brought before the court with h is Opposition to mf)tion for continuance are
muted ones. The reason this response has been prepared is merely because M~; Bixby and MJB/Bixby Construction, Inc.
feel that :'vlr. Doty's bias's opinion, which has been put into this matter by Mr. [)oty;and we find this difficult to understand
being that Mr. Doty does have a law degree. We are not prepare to go to court on this matter because of the verbal
agreement made more than three weeks ago by Mr. Doty and Mr. Bixby and now the final hour is approaching and Mr.
Doty again is found changing his position on this matter knowing that time restraints would prevent us from acting
accordingly. We believe this to be nothing more than a breach of a verbal contract, honestly and fairly agreed to.

California

state

Contractor's

license #571821"-

Rober! Doty
3510 l3ucna Vista Oriv<;;

Sacramento; CA 95864

Please be advise(j that Mark J. Hixby and NUB Bixby Construction are immediately iIling suits on both of you. Mr. Doly, we have
in our opinion proof that you have falsified this lawsuit by not submil1ing all of the roofer reports cleady staling newer
\approxilllatdy 1 y.~ar) r<;;p<lir~
had been done by the AC area. Secondly. the report clearly slated lhat there is not opinion lIf any of
the illleged (Ouf problems have caused 1hat watcr damagc to you home or been witnessed by this expen. To have ever leaked .. The
only roof that MjB Bixby CODstwCljon djd for VOl' was.hack in !29.1 and was done correctly and to the codes. If there is a probieiii"
Wi11'r1liiUr0of approximately J 0 years later that you and yours obviously had work done to it by someone other than MJI3 BiXby
C o""lrU';tio" or it's pt.:rsonnd.
Mark) QixbylMJD Dixby Construction has not ever, Nor currently have anything to do with any other portion of your roor. We
hav.: merely lri<:d to hdp you mediate yuur alleged roofing prublem:s with the entity you hired. You admit in your letter in
approximately 1997 who did your roof on the ACfgable seerion and state thai you have contacted all contracturs at that lime anti
you have clearly run out .of tinle to sue for multiple reasons. The remainder of your roof was completed by another roofing
company that you stated was Petterson Roofing Company and they tied into the IIrst rouf completed. By Can Am Roofing voiding
any warrantee, if oue existed, l suggest that Petterson Roofing be the entity illat you sue. Mark J. Bixby and MJB Bixby
Construction have been seriously dalnaged by you for you falsified slatements and improper action. Excluding the job in 1991 on
the dosct addition, we have no other roofing contracts with you at all. You are 10 immediately withdraw you suite on both MlB
Bixby Construction and Mark J. BiXby. MJB Bixby Construcrion and MarkJ. Bixby arc filing a complaint against you to tl!;'
California State Bar As~ciatiQo ilS I already warned and also filiQIi:a police report that in our opinion, you've committed perjull:.
This is also a nolice that a co
oft
at ou requested is cnyl!?$,J .. Ifyo·u do not drop lhis ridiculous suit, I will also
~!tre!igtrr
aye a licensed home inspector to go over your entire home to ·view all rt:pair areas, roof repairs and roof
y,Drk. j will add their cost to the monies that I will be suing you fOLLamalso
suing fOi a falsely stated complaint to the law
official on alleged harassment that Mr. Doty claimed Mark J. Bixby attempted. Mr,DolY .. you are clearly harassing me and mine
and you have no case. MJB Bixby Construction and Mark J. Bixby have nothing to do wilh your alleged problems. You were
clearly shown the only roof that MJB Bixby Construction and Mark J. Bixby had performed in contract was in 1991 and w&.s
completed. You have stated that Bud Plumbing and your general contractor witnessed the problems and blamed them on the roof
area that Can Am Rooting perlOtmed. We have documents proving that lhcyAid not make that statement. You submined a bill for
approximately $350.00 to AI'M Mechanical to remove your AC unit that shoulo be paid you claim by the roofer. However. we are
under the opinion and will s.ubpoena APM Mechanical who worked on the AC unit. The AC unit had severe HV AC problems,
unrelated to any roof issues, that would cause the need to have the unit removecj from your roof anyway to be repaired. l\'leaning
the roof repairs that you are claiming were necessary for your HV AC repairs.
Also notc that no roofing company would tie a repair into a roof that they believed was flawed because that now becomes thcir
probiem. The roof that SUppOr1Syour HVAC unit, that was not performed by MJB Bixby or any of its personnel, has been tiecl into
by Pellerson Rooting and/or Alex Roofing, and has voided any warrantee you roay have had with the roofing company you may
have had. Y.2.,uclearly proved to me by lying in court in front of the judge that you are not honor~
and I will not tolerale this any
longer.

Sincerely,

"",h~~
President/CeO
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